Intra-uterine and Genetic Influences on the Relationship Between Size at Birth and Height in Later Life: Analysis in Twins
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Epidemiological studies have consistently shown a positive association between size at birth (i.e. birth weight or birth length) and height in children, adolescents and adults. To examine whether this association is explained by genetic or non-genetic (intra-uterine) factors, we investigated birth weight, birth length and height in 60 dizygotic and 68 monozygotic adolescent twin pairs still living with their parents. Birth weight of the twins was obtained from their mothers. Height was measured in a standardised way. The mean age was 17±1.7 years for the dizygotic twins and 16±1.8 years for the monozygotic twins. Both dizygotic and monozygotic twins with the lowest birth weight from each pair had a height that was lower compared to their co-twins with the highest birth weight (dizygotic twins: 172.2±7.9 vs. 173.8±9.4 cm [p = 0.05]; monozygotic twins: 171.1±9.4 vs. 171.8±9.5 cm [p = 0.01]). Similarly, both dizygotic and monozygotic twins with the shortest birth length from each pair had a height that was lower compared to their co-twins with the longest birth length (dizygotic twins: 172.3±7.9 vs. 174.9±9.7 cm [p < 0.05]; monozygotic twins: 168.9±10.6 vs. 169.9±10.2 cm [p < 0.01]). In addition, intra-pair differences in birth weight and birth length were significantly associated with differences in height in both dizygotic twins (regression coefficient: 4.3 cm/kg [95% confidence interval: 1.0 to 7.5]) and 0.96 cm/cm [0.17 to 1.74], respectively) and monozygotic twins (2.3 cm/kg [1.4 to 4.1] and 0.73 cm/cm [0.40 to 1.06], respectively). These associations were stronger in dizygotic than in monozygotic twins, but this difference was not statistically significant for birth weight (p = 0.4; and for birth length p = 0.6). However, genetic model fitting indicated that models incorporating a genetic source of the covariance gave a better description of the observed association of birth weight and length with height in later life than models not incorporating this genetic source. The results were similar for data on adult height after 12 years of follow-up in a subgroup of these twin pairs. These data suggest that the association between size at birth and height in later life is influenced by non-genetic intra-uterine and by genetic factors.

Infants with a small size at birth are at increased risk of impaired postnatal growth and development (Barker, 1998). Although most affected infants show some degree of catch-up in growth during the first years of life (Albertsson-Wikland et al., 1993; Karlberg & Albertsson-Wikland, 1995), epidemiological studies have consistently shown a positive association between size at birth (i.e. birth weight or birth length) and height in children (Albertsson-Wikland et al., 1993; Bavdek et al., 1999; Hadders-Algra & Touwen, 1990), adolescents (Bacallao et al., 1996; Ilbaze et al., 2000; Paz et al., 1993; Rantakallio & von Wendt L., 1985; Westwood et al., 1983) and adults (Karlberg & Albertsson-Wikland, 1995; Karlberg & Luo, 2000; Leger et al., 1997; Leger et al., 1998; Nielen et al., 1984; Sorensen et al., 1999). A recent study of approximately 40,000 young men showed that there was a mean difference of more than 7 cm in height between men with a low and a high birth weight (< 2500 and > 4500 g, respectively), and a mean difference of almost 10 cm in height between men who were short and those who were long at birth (< 48 and > 55 cm, respectively; Tuvemo et al., 1999). One leading theory postulates that intra-uterine programming in response to fetal malnutrition induces permanent changes in structure and function, which may cause shorter height in later life (Barker et al., 1998). This theory is supported by a study in East Java that showed that energy supplementation during pregnancy promoted post-natal growth in children (Kusin et al., 1992). However, human exposure to famine in utero during World War II did not result in a decreased height in later life (Ravelli et al., 1998; Stanner et al., 1997). Alternatively, it has been put forward that some factors other than intra-uterine nutrition may influence both growth in utero and during childhood. Environmental causes, particularly those associated with socio-economic status (Delpeuch et al., 2000; Sorensen et al., 1999), as well as genetic factors have been proposed (Karlberg & Albertsson-Wikland, 1995; Paz et al., 1993; Sorensen et al., 1999). In other words, the socio-economic status or genotype responsible for short stature in later life may also cause retarded fetal growth in utero.
Twin pairs still living with their parents offer a unique opportunity to distinguish between intra-uterine, socio-economic and genetic influences (Phillips, 1993). Specifically, studying dizygotic twin pairs avoids socio-economic factors that could confound the association between size at birth and height in later life. Furthermore, investigating monozygotic (genetically identical) twin pairs allows almost complete elimination of the influence of genotype on the association between the variance in size at birth and that in height (Phillips, 1993). Therefore, if socio-economic factors are responsible for the association between size at birth and height in later life, it could be expected that the dizygotic twins with the smallest size at birth from each pair will not have a shorter height in later life compared to their co-twins with the largest size at birth. In addition, it could be expected that intra-pair differences in size at birth are not associated with intra-pair differences in height in dizygotic twins. If, however, genetic factors are responsible, these intra-pair associations would hold true for dizygotic twins, but not for monozygotic twins. To examine these issues, we investigated associations would hold true for dizygotic twins, but not for monozygotic twins. To examine these issues, we investigated associations between size at birth and height in later life. Furthermore, investigating monozygotic twins with the smallest size at birth from each pair will not be expected to be associated with intra-pair differences in height in dizygotic twins. If, however, genetic factors are responsible, these intra-pair associations would hold true for dizygotic twins, but not for monozygotic twins. To examine these issues, we investigated associations between size at birth and height in later life. Furthermore, investigating monozygotic twins with the smallest size at birth from the co-twin with the largest size at birth or vice versa (Bring & Wernroth, 1999). Interaction analysis was performed to investigate whether zygosity or sex influenced the associations between intra-pair differences in size at birth and differences in height.

To investigate whether these associations persisted into adulthood, we also analysed data on adult height after 12 years of follow-up. Data on adult height could be obtained in 31 dizygotic and 30 monozygotic twin pairs. Of these twin pairs, birth length was available in 26 dizygotic and 25 monozygotic twin pairs. In the total group, linear regression analysis was used to investigate the influence of birth weight and birth length on height in later life after adjustment for age and sex. In addition, linear regression analysis was used to analyse whether intra-pair differences in birth weight and length influenced intra-pair differences in height in dizygotic and monozygotic twins. A two-tailed p-value < 0.05 was considered significant. The above analyses were performed on a personal computer using the statistical software package SPSS version 9.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).

Finally, we used genetic model fitting to determine the relative magnitudes of genetic, common environmental and unique environmental influences on the relationship between size at birth and height in later life. Genetic model fitting uses maximum likelihood-based path analysis. Genetic model fitting was done with Mx, a computer program specifically designed for the analysis of genetically informative data (Neale, 1995). Although less transparent than regression analyses, it is very sensitive in determining genetic and environmental influences. In addition, genetic model fitting allows the inclusion of the data of opposite-sex dizygotic twins (28 pairs). The covariance of birth weight and length with height was decomposed into a genetic and a non-genetic part. Estimates of the relative importance of these genetic and non-genetic influences were allowed to differ between men and women.

**Results**

In the total group of twins, positive associations of birth weight and birth length with height were found after adjustment for age and sex (see Table 1). Interaction analysis indicated that these associations were not significantly modified by sex or zygosity (data not shown).

**Comparison Between Twins With the Smallest Size at Birth and Their Co-Twins With the Largest Size at Birth**

The differences in birth weight between the twins with the lowest birth weight and their co-twins with the highest birth weight were larger for dizygotic compared to monozygotic twin pairs (378 g and 283 g, respectively; p for the difference, 0.07; see Table 2). The mean age was 17.4±1.9 years for the dizygotic twins and 16.4±2.0 years for the monozygotic twins and the differences in monozygotic twins were compared using the independent samples t test, and MANOVA was used to adjust for differences in birth weight. Linear regression analysis was used to analyse whether intra-pair differences in birth weight and length influenced intra-pair differences in height in dizygotic and monozygotic twins. Intra-pair differences in size at birth were calculated by randomly subtracting the twin with the smallest size at birth from the co-twin with the largest size at birth or vice versa (Bring & Wernroth, 1999). Interaction analysis was performed to investigate whether zygosity or sex influenced the associations between intra-pair differences in size at birth and differences in height.
monozygotic twins. Both dizygotic and monozygotic co-twins with the lowest birth weight from each pair were shorter in later life than their co-twins with the highest birth weight. The differences in height between the twins with the lowest and the co-twins with the highest birth weight were larger in dizygotic than in monozygotic twins, but this difference was not statistically significant (p for the difference, 0.3; after adjustment for differences in birth weight, p = 0.4).

The differences in birth length between the twins with the shortest birth length and their co-twins with the longest birth length were larger for dizygotic compared to monozygotic twin pairs (2.3 cm and 1.5 cm, respectively; p for the difference, < 0.05, see Table 3). The mean age was 17.1±1.9 years for the dizygotic twins and 16.0±2.0 years for the monozygotic twins. Both dizygotic and monozygotic twins with the shortest birth length from each pair were significantly shorter in later life than their co-twins with the longest birth length. The differences in height between the twins with the shortest and the co-twins with the longest birth length were larger in dizygotic than in monozygotic twins, but this difference was not statistically significant (p for the difference, 0.2; after adjustment for differences in birth length, p = 0.3).

Associations Between Intra-pair Differences in Size at Birth and Differences in Height

Table 4 shows that intra-pair differences in birth weight and length were positively associated with differences in height in both dizygotic and monozygotic twins. For example, a positive difference in birth weight of 1 kg within pairs was associated with a positive difference in height of 4.3 cm in dizygotic twin pairs and 2.6 cm in monozygotic twin pairs. These associations were stronger in dizygotic than in monozygotic twins. But this difference was not statistically significant (for birth weight p = 0.4; and for birth length p = 0.6).

If subjects with a gestational age shorter than 37 weeks (for the analysis with birth weight, 24 dizygotic and 28 monozygotic twin pairs; for the analysis with birth length, 20 dizygotic and 25 monozygotic twin pairs) were excluded, the results were similar. Adjustment for gestational age also did not importantly change the results (data not shown).

Interaction analysis indicated that the intra-pair association between size at birth and height in later life was not influenced by sex in either dizygotic or monozygotic twins.

Associations Between Size at Birth and Height During Follow-up

Birth weight and birth length were significantly associated with adult height at follow-up after adjustment for age and sex (regression coefficient: 3.7 cm/kg [95%-confidence interval: 1.35 to 6.1] and 0.71 cm/cm [0.28 to 1.15], respectively). In addition, intra-pair differences in birth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>95%-CI</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birth weight (per kg)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.9 to 5.4</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth length (per cm)</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.62 to 1.22</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Beta is the slope of the linear regression line. CI indicates confidence interval.
weight and birth length were positively associated with differences in final height in both dizygotic twins (regression coefficient: 3.4 cm/kg [95%-confidence interval: –0.32 to 7.1] and 0.41 cm/cm [–0.63 to 1.45], respectively) and monozygotic twins (2.1 cm/kg [0.13 to 4.2] and 0.25 cm/cm [–0.21 to 0.70], respectively).

**Genetic Model Fitting**

Table 5 summarises the genetic model fitting analyses for birth weight and height and for birth length and height. The full model in Table 5 specifies influences of additive genes (A), common — or shared — environment (C) and unique — or not shared — environment (E) for size at birth and height, and for the covariance between them. Compared to this full model, a model that specifies common environmental influences for size at birth only (model 2) does not show a significant deterioration in fit (for birth weight: \( \chi^2 = 4.985, df = 4, p = 0.3 \); for birth length: \( \chi^2 = 5.476, df = 4, p = 0.2 \) indicating that shared familial factors do not contribute to height later in life. Models 3 and 4, however, both fit the data significantly worse (Model 3: for birth weight, \( \chi^2 = 27.588, df = 4, p < 0.01 \); for birth length, \( \chi^2 = 28.927, df = 6, p < 0.001 \), and Model 4: for birth weight \( \chi^2 = 28.464, df = 6, p < 0.001 \); for birth length \( \chi^2 = 28.464, df = 6, p < 0.001 \) indicating that about half of the environmental influences on birth weight and height are the same. The environmental correlation between birth weight and height in later life was 0.49, suggesting that about half of the genetic effects on birth weight and height were the same. The environmental correlation between birth weight and height was 0.45, indicating that about half of the environmental influences on birth weight and height were the same.

**Discussion**

In accordance with previous studies in singletons, we found positive associations between size at birth and height in later life in twins. In both dizygotic and monozygotic twin pairs, the twins with the lowest birth weight from each pair had a shorter height in later life compared to their co-twins with the highest birth weight. Furthermore, both dizygotic and monozygotic twins with the shortest birth length from each pair had a shorter height in later life compared to their co-twins with the longest birth length. In addition, significant genetic factors, common environment, unique environment and age for men and women separately. Table 6 (lower panel) shows the proportion of co-variance between size at birth and height in later life explained by genetic and environmental factors. Genetic and environmental covariation can also be expressed as genetic and environmental correlations (see Table 7). These correlations may be conceptualised in a simplified manner as an indication of the extent to which genetic (or environmental) influences for two measures are the same or overlap. These correlations differ from the proportion of phenotypic covariation in that the heritability of each variable is not included in calculations. Even though genetic influences on two variables may be slight, it could be that the influences are identical. This would lead to a high genetic correlation, but a low proportion of phenotypic covariation due to the small individual genetic influences. For example, in males, the genetic correlation between birth weight and height in later life was 0.49, suggesting that about half of the genetic effects on birth weight and height are the same. The environmental correlation between birth weight and height was 0.45, indicating that about half of the environmental influences on birth weight and height were the same.
positive associations of intra-pair differences in birth weight and length with intra-pair differences in height were observed in both dizygotic and monozygotic twin pairs. These data suggest that the association between size at birth and height in later life is independent of socio-economic factors and, to some extent, of genetic factors. Intra-uterine factors are therefore likely to be important. However, the comparison of monozygotic twins with dizygotic twins demonstrates that elimination of genetic factors diminishes the size of the association between size at birth and height in later life, suggesting that genetic factors also play a role. This is supported by the genetic model fitting that indicates that models incorporating a genetic source of the variance gave a more accurate description of the association between size at birth and height in later life than models not incorporating a genetic source. Taken together, these data suggest that the association between size at birth and height in later life is influenced by intra-uterine and genetic factors, whereas socio-economic factors do not play a role. Our findings during follow-up suggest that these influences persist into adulthood and are important in the determination of adult height.

Our results in monozygotic twins are consistent with a study that showed a positive association between intra-pair differences in birth weight and adult height in a group of adult monozygotic twins (Allison et al., 1995). However, this study did not examine intra-pair associations in dizygotic twins and therefore, the importance of socio-economic and genetic influences on the association between birth weight and height could not be investigated. Furthermore, data on birth length were not available.

It has been suggested that improvement of fetal nutrition and thus, intra-uterine growth may prevent the development of short stature in later life (Barker, 1998). Our twin study indeed demonstrated that intra-uterine factors play a role in the association between size at birth and height in later life, suggesting that improvement of intra-uterine growth may increase height in later life. This is in accordance with a study in East Java that showed that energy supplementation during pregnancy promoted postnatal growth in children (Kusin et al., 1992), but in contrast to studies in Europe that demonstrated that human exposure to famine in utero did not result in a decreased height in later life (Stanner et al., 1997; Ravelli et al., 1998). It should, however, be noted that the demonstrated associations between intrapair differences in size at birth and differences in height can not be due to maternal nutrition, which is the same for both twins. In addition, the genetic model that specifies common environmental influences for size at birth only did not show a significant deterioration in fit, indicating that shared familial factors (including maternal nutrition) do not contribute to the association between size at birth and height. Therefore, maternal nutrition is not important in the association between size at birth and height in later life. The intrauterine influences on this association may be related to differences in delivery of nutrients to the twins.

Recently, several studies have reported that exogenous growth hormone administration is an effective option to normalise the childhood growth of low birth weight children (Boguszewski et al., 1998; de Zegher et al., 2000; Sas et al., 1999). However, it is unknown whether growth hormone induced a catch-up in growth towards the genetic target level or an acceleration of growth on top of a genetically determined short height. Our results suggest that the association between low birth weight and short height in later life is in part due to intra-uterine factors. Therefore, exogenous growth hormone may influence childhood growth by inducing a catch-up in growth towards the genetic target level.

We conclude that both non-genetic intra-uterine and genetic factors influence the association between size at birth and height in later life. This suggests that improvement of
the intra-uterine delivery of nutrients may in part prevent the development of short stature in later life.
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